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Abstract
Frantisek Darena, Jan Zizka: Ensembles of Classifiers for Parallel Categorization of Large
Number of Text Documents Expressing Opinions
Opinions provided by people that used some services or purchased some goods are a rich

source of knowledge. The opinion classification, applying mostly supervised classifiers, is

one of the essential tasks. Computer’s technological capabilities are still a major obstacle,

especially when processing huge volumes of data. This study proposes and evaluates ex-

perimentally a parallelism application to the classification of a very large number of contrary

opinions expressed as freely written text reviews. Instead of training a single classifier on the

entire data set, an ensemble of classifiers is trained on disjunctive subsets of data and a group

decision is used for the classification of unlabelled items. The main assessment criteria are

computational efficiency and error rates, combined into a single measure to be able to compare

ensembles of different sizes. Support vector machines, artificial neural networks, and deci-

sion trees, belonging to frequently used classification methods, were examined. The paper

demonstrates the suggested method viability when the number of text reviews leads to com-

putational complexity, which is beyond the contemporary common PC’s capabilities. Classifi-

cation accuracy and the values of other classification performance measures (Precision, Recall,

F-measure) did not decrease, which is a positive finding.
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Introduction

The discipline concerned with mining useful knowledge from large amounts of textual data,

known as text mining, has gained great attention along with the growth of volumes of avail-

able textual data. Such a growth goes hand in hand with the expansion of many activities on

the Internet that enables creating large repositories of textual data Aggarwal and Zhai (2012).

Communicating and expressing opinions of people and organizations have become very popular

in the recent years. The places where such opinions can be expressed include electronic mar-

kets, recommender systems, social networks, personal blogs, discussion boards, electronic

mail, and others Darena and Zizka (2013).

Current needs of individuals and organizations include not only retrieving the data but also

analysing it in order to facilitate decision making. Typical text mining problems therefore in-

clude document classification, prediction, clustering, information extraction, text summariza-

tion, word sense disambiguation, or text filtering Aggarwal and Zhai (2012); Britsom et al.

(2012); Sebastiani (2002); Weiss et al. (2010).

Text data classification, a problem of assigning a document to one or more predefined cate-

gories, is a major application category of the tasks belonging to supervised methods Aggarwal

and Zhai (2012). The goal is to find a function (classifier) that can be – according to labelled

training data, represented by input data paired with desired outputs – used for predicting the

labels of future unlabelled data. Text data classification includes, for example, document

categorization, spam detection, authorship attribution, language identification, or sentiment

analysis Manning et al. (2008). The importance of classification is given by the fact that many

text mining tasks require that the data items to be processed have assigned labels categorizing

the data.

A rich source of valuable knowledge for both commercial and non-commercial areas are opin-

ions provided by people that used some services or purchased some goods. Typically, the

more opinions are available the more valuable information and knowledge can be revealed af-

ter the analysis of the data. Thus, sentiment analysis and opinion mining have become very

challenging and practical research topics where sentiment and subjectivity classification is the

most widely studied subject Liu (2012).

Having large amount of data available, manual processing, even by human experts, is unfeasible.

Thus, the methods of automatic classification become very popular. For the classification of

text data, several facts need to be taken into consideration because of its specifics Joachims

(2002):

• large input space – many potential examples, huge amount of words and their combina-
tions,

• noise – spelling errors, typos, wrong grammar etc., typical for natural languages,

• computational efficiency – it is necessary to develop procedures able to handle large
number of features.

Today, methods from artificial intelligence and machine learning are used successfully for solv-

ing various tasks in many fields. As for text data classification, machine learning is a dominant

approach in the research community Sebastiani (2002). Besides the availability of data, au-

tomatic processing is enabled by the advancements of current technologies, particularly by

increasing computing performance and memory capacities of the computers. However, the

advancements are not always sufficient and the technological capabilities are still a major ob-

stacle for certain tasks, especially when processing huge volumes of data. One of the major
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future challenges is therefore finding how to parallelize the methods for all kinds of text mining

algorithms Aggarwal and Zhai (2012).

Parallel processing has a great impact in many areas of computer applications. Many applica-

tions, involving processing huge amounts of data or performing a large number of iterations

require computing speeds and capacities that cannot be achieved by the current conventional

computers Roosta (2000). There can be found several applications of parallel approach in the

text mining domain as well.

This study aims at an experimental evaluation of applying parallelism in order to technically

manage classification of a very large number of contrary opinions expressed as freely written

text reviews of a certain service. The main assessment criterion in this work is computational

efficiency while maintaining satisfactory error rates. Maximizing the classification accuracy by

tuning algorithm parameters, applying language (in)dependent pre-processing, and others is

not the principal aim of the work. The main focus is also not on processing commonly used

data sets like the Reuters corpus, 20 Newsgroups, and similar, but on the data generated by

ordinary people in electronic environments. The analysis of this sort of data is very topical and

empirical evidences of the applicability of advanced text mining methods are needed.

1 Reasons for the Parallel Approach to Text Data Processing

Most of the algorithms that are used to mine knowledge from textual data require the data

to be converted to a structured format. A widely used format is the vector space model

proposed by Salton Salton et al. (1975). Every document is represented by a vector where

individual dimensions represent the features the values of which are their weights (importance).

Typically, a feature corresponds to a word in a document. Such a simple approach, known as

the bag-of-words approach, is popular because of its simplicity and straightforward process

of creation while providing satisfactory results Joachims (2002).

The number of features is generally very high for large volumes of documents and with the

increasing number of documents it is still growing, even though slower than linearly. When

the number of unique words of every single document is compared to the number of all unique

words in the document collection (a feature space), the vectors are usually very sparse. The

data used in the experiments presented in this paper largely relatively short documents were

represented by vectors where only some tenths or hundredths of a percent of values were not

zero, see Fig 1. This is quite typical for posts in social networks, reviews evaluating products

and services, instant messaging, and others. The high dimensionality and sparseness of the

data increase the computational complexity and may lead to lower classification accuracy with

basic machine learning methods Phan et al. (2008).

In this investigated case, the computational complexity depends partly on the applied algo-

rithm, partly on the number of reviews, and partly on the size of dictionary (i.e., the number of

unique words) generated from the reviews. While the complexity of an algorithm is given by its

principle, the data volume given by the number of reviews and namely their unique words influ-

ences typically the time and memory non-linearly. Presumably, mainly decreasing the dictionary

size can significantly reduce the complexity.

1.1 Related Work

Generally, parallel data processing enables to reduce the demands for computing time and

memory. Decomposing one large problem into several smaller ones often leads to a rapid

decrease of the time needed for completing a certain task because the complexity mostly
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Figure 1: The graph represents a dependency between the number of documents and the

number of unique words in a document collection. Squares – numbers of unique words for dif-

ferent dataset sizes. Circles – percentage of non-zero values of feature vectors representing

the documents for different dataset sizes.

grows faster than linearly with the increasing amount of data. Often, it also reduces the

sparseness of the vectors representing the data thanks to lowering the dictionary sizes of

sub-problems reduced by the decomposition.

The parallel approach was used, e.g., for the detection of web attacks. A classifier that la-

belled incoming requests as valid or dangerous based on document similarity ran on a parallel

architecture instead of on a linear one. This enabled to process the requests in the real time

Ulmer et al. (2011). The parallel approach was also used for the classification of multi-

dimensional text collections (documents belonging to multiple sets of categories). The clas-

sifiers for every dimension were created and later used for classification in a parallel manner

Lertnattee and Theeramunkong (2005). A parallelized approach was applied in Zizka and

Darena (2012) to mine significant words expressing the semantics of customer reviews. The

paper suggested a method of dividing the data set into subsets including a possibility of evalu-

ating the mining results by comparing the unified outputs of individual subsets with the original

set. In Zhao and Lu (2005), the authors decomposed a large-scale text categorization problem

into a number of smaller two-class sub problems and combined all of the individual modular

k-nearest neighbours classifiers trained on the smaller two-class sub problems into a Min-Max

modular k-nearest neighbours classifier. Parallel computing was also applied to speed up the

neural network training process of the Improved back-propagation neural network used for

the text classification Li et al. (2013). Improving the computational time in the learning and

classification process when processing large document collections was achieved in Kruengkrai

and Jaruskulchai (2002). The authors used a novel parallel learning algorithm based on the

combination of the näıve Bayes classifier and Expectation-Maximization algorithm on a large

Linux PC cluster. In order to improve the classification performance and make the classifi-

cation of very large data sets feasible, the ways of algorithms’ work, data representation,

or computer memory use together with the data partitioning (with possible subsequent paral-

lelization) were changed in Lee and Calvo (2005). This, however, required detailed knowledge

of the applied methods, programming, and efficient memory management.
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2 Applied Parallelism Design

The success of some of the above mentioned methods, e.g., Kruengkrai and Jaruskulchai

(2002); Li et al. (2013); Ulmer et al. (2011), depends on using several interconnected com-

puters. Such an approach needs to cope with asynchrony and failures, to achieve load bal-

ancing, to address mobility, heterogeneity and the dynamic nature of participating processes,

or to face disconnecting in the network Xiang et al. (2012). Having a necessary infrastruc-

ture is sometimes also not feasible. A manager of a small company might be interested in

analysing the reviews of its products or services. In such a company, there might be only a

small number of computers interconnected in an ordinary business network lacking readiness

for complex parallel computations. As an alternative, we propose a method (which might use

only one computer) that enables achieving results for which a parallel architecture would be

needed. Instead of performing N tasks in parallel, the tasks might be performed sequentially

while obtaining the same results. The process is therefore not literally parallel, although a

strict parallel approach might be used as well when possible (this would lead to even bigger

improvement of time intensity).

In order to evaluate the application impact of a parallel approach to text data classification,

several steps needed to be carried out:

• collecting a sufficient amount of textual data,

• splitting the data into several groups for parallel processing,

• selecting machine learning algorithms,

• converting the data into a format suitable for the algorithms,

• training and testing the classifiers on the created data subsets,

• evaluating the results.

2.1 Experimental Data Description

For the experiments, a sufficient amount of labelled textual data needed to be collected. We

used opinions of several millions of customers (from booking.com) who stayed in many differ-

ent hotels all over the world. Such data is a typical representative of the source of valuable

knowledge for commercial and non-commercial organizations.

Each review consists of two parts – a negative and positive experience with the hotel and its

services, written in a natural language. From several tens of languages, we focused on English

in the experiments. The English data set contains almost 2,000,000 reviews labelled as pos-

itive or negative. The text includes many imperfections, which is typical for natural languages.

This brings certain consequences like the extension of the word list (dictionary) where a word

can have many variations with only one correct, e.g., behavoir, behavior, acomodation, accom-
modation, accomodation, acommodation, noise, nois, and so like. Similarly, the customers
often use interjections like gooooood, goood, aaarrrghhhh, uuugly, and so like, to express
their dis/satisfaction with the service. Sometimes, the English text contains also non-English

terms when a customer is not a native English speaker or when the reviews are written in two

languages. For more detailed description of the data see Zizka and Darena (2011).

In the experiments, a subset consisting of 200,000 training reviews was used because of

the computational feasibility. The shortest review in the collection had only one word, the
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longest had 400 words, and the average length was 24 words. The number of positive and

negative reviews in the entire data subset was almost balanced. The data was converted to the

bag-of-words vector format where individual dimensions of the vectors were represented by

the words contained in the reviews. Any words with global frequencies less than three were

removed. Such words usually bring no information, thus having no or negligible impact on the

results. Removing such infrequent words also substantially reduces the dimensionality of the

vectors.

The weights of every term are given by three components – a local weight representing the
frequency in every single document, a global weight reflecting the discriminative ability of the
term, based on the distribution of the term in the entire document collection, and a normaliza-
tion factor correcting the impact of different lengths of documents Salton and McGill (1983).
The most popular methods for determining the weights of the words include term presence
– the weights are binary (0 or 1), representing the absence or presence of the term, term
frequency – the weights correspond to the numbers of times the word appeared in the text,
and tf-idf (term frequency × inverse document frequency) weighting scheme, with the general
idea that the more a term appears in a text the more important it is (tf factor), and the less
the word is common among all texts the more specific and thus more important it is (idf fac-
tor). Inverse document frequency (idf ) can be calculated as idf(ti) = log(N/n(ti)), where ti
is the term, N is the number of documents in the collection, and n(ti) (also called document
frequency) is the number of documents containing term ti Cummins and O’Riordan (2006).

2.2 The Tested Classifiers

Having examples of input-output pairs where the outputs were generated by an unknown func-

tion y, the goal of supervised learning is to find a function h (called hypothesis) that approxi-
mates y. Such a function can be subsequently used for assigning values to new, unseen exam-
ples. In order to test the accuracy of a hypothesis, a test set of examples, distinct from the

training examples, is provided. After comparing the values of y and h for the new examples
we can find out how well the hypothesis generalizes. When the values of y are discrete, we
talk about classification Russel and Norwig (2010).

Sometimes an ensemble of classifiers can be used instead of one single classifier in order to

achieve better predictive performance. Each member of an ensemble provides a classification

output and all outputs are combined into a single classification representing the ensemble de-

cision. This combination of outputs is usually performed by majority vote. Decision ensembles

demonstrated success in reducing classification errors in many tasks Tsymbal (2000). This

enables to reduce the negative impact of training the classifiers on lower volumes on data,

which generally leads to higher classification error rates.

Classification algorithms used for categorization of textual data include probabilistic classi-

fiers, decision trees, decision rules, example-based classifiers, support vectors machine, or

neural networks. It is very difficult to compare individual methods because the published re-

sults of experiments of different authors often run under different circumstances, use different

sampling, pre-processing etc. Generally, support vectors machine, instance based classifiers,

neural networks, and decision trees bring acceptable results Sebastiani (2002); Zizka and

Darena (2011). In our experiments, support vector machines, artificial neural networks, and

decision trees were used. They belong to mostly used classification methods, provide good

results, and their computational complexity in the training phase is high with high number of

training examples.

An artificial neural network (ANN) is a structure consisting of interconnected primitive func-
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tions (neurons), typically organized in layers. During learning, a network self-organizes (the

weights of connections are adjusted) to implement the desired behaviour Rojas (1996). In

the experiments, a neural network containing one hidden layer consisting of 50 neurons, the

backpropagation training algorithm, the sigmoid activation function, and the term frequency

weighing scheme for the document features was used.

Support vector machines (SVM) classifiers try to partition data by finding a linear boundary

(hyperplane) between two classes. The margin widths between the class boundary and train-

ing patterns are maximized during the training process. When it is not possible to separate data

in a given n-dimensional space linearly, a kernel function that projects the data to a space of

higher dimension is used Noble (2006). When using SVM, normalization of the data is strongly

recommended, which improves the performance at a statistically significant level Herbrich and

Graepel (2002). In the experiments, SVM used the cosine normalization of the vectors, the

polynomial kernel function of degree 3, and tf-idf weighting scheme according to the recom-

mendations in Joachims (1998).

A decision tree (DT) is a classifier that is used in order to give an answer to the given problem

(here the answer is the category of the object to be classified) performing a sequence of tests.

These tests are based on the values of attributes characterizing the object. Although the

decision trees are very simple they are very successful and their representation is natural for

humans Russel and Norwig (2010). One of the most popular tree generators is the algorithm

that builds a tree using minimization of entropy. It comes out from the idea that the initial set

of samples is heterogeneous because it contains a mixture of all classes. Thus, the entropy of

such a set is high. Separating this heterogeneous set into more homogeneous subsets gradually

decreases the entropy, which can optimally be zero (a subset containing samples belonging

just to one class has the zero entropy). The splitting is driven by those attributes that provide

the highest entropy decrease. The algorithm successively looks for an attribute that could

separate the set into subsets with the lowest average entropy compared to the entropy of the

set on the higher tree level Quinlan (1993).

For the implementation, we utilized the Fast Artificial Neural Network (FANN) library imple-

mented in C and C++ FANN (2016), SVMlight – an implementation of Support Vector Ma-

chines in C SVMlight (2016), and C5/See5 – a sophisticated data mining tool enabling building

decision trees or rules C5 (2016). The parameters of the above mentioned methods, e.g.,

the architecture of the neural network or the support vector machines kernel function were

determined according to preliminary experiments.

In order to measure the quality of the trained classifiers, i.e., their ability to be used acceptably

in the future, they are applied to test samples. The values representing correctly and incor-

rectly classified examples are used to compute measures of classifier effectiveness. In the

two class classification, the classes might be labelled as positive and negative. The positive

and negative examples that are classified correctly are referred as true positive (TP) and true

negative (TN), respectively. False positive (FP) and false negative (FN) represent misclassified

positive and negative examples. Commonly accepted classifier performance evaluation mea-

sures include Accuracy, Precision, Recall, and F-measure combining the values of TP, TN, FP,

and FN into a single measure Sokolova et al. (2006).

Splitting a computationally intensive classification task into several simpler ones should de-

crease the time needed for the computations. Because a lower number of examples is used

for training, the classification accuracy could decrease for individual learners; this effect is ex-

pected to be eliminated by ensemble voting, which is usually significantly more accurate than

a single classifier Zhou (2012). In order to combine accuracy change and time savings of an

ensemble of classifiers into a single measure, the scorek was introduced. This score enables
comparisons of different methods presented in the paper. The proposed formula calculates
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with relative changes of accuracy and time, always compared to a baseline represented by the

values for the case when a single classifier is trained and used on the entire data:

scorek = 0.5 ·
(
1− timek

time1

)
+ 0.5 · Acck

Acc1
,

where time1 is the time needed for training a single classifier, timek is the time needed for
training an ensemble of k classifiers, Acc1 is the accuracy of a single classifier, Acck is the
accuracy of an ensemble of k classifiers, 1 ≥ wtime ≥ 0 is the time significance weight, and 1 ≥
wAcc ≥ 0 is the accuracy significance weight, wtime +wAcc = 1.0. The impact of time is taken as
a complement of the times ratio to 1 so time savings have a positive effect on the scorek value.
The scorek value is a simple weighted arithmetic average of two components – accuracy change
and time change. In order to give higher importance to one of the components, the weights in

the formula might be changed (here, the experiments used 0.5 for both weights). Higher

values of the scorek mean better performance in terms of combination of the computational
time length and classification accuracy.

3 Results

The experiments were designed to show whether using an ensemble of classifiers trained on

disjunctive subsets of the original training data set could lead to the same or similar accuracy

results as a classifier trained on the whole data set. The time needed to train the ensemble

should be reduced compared to training a single classifier. Such reduction is the major objective

of the research while classification accuracy should not be lowered significantly.

The biggest number of training documents that could be processed at once (with the selected

algorithms, available resources, and within a reasonable time) was 200,000. In addition, a set

consisting of 100,000 documents was used for the confirmation of the findings. The number

of testing documents was selected for the training set so that the ratio of the set sizes was 3

training to 1 testing. Then the training set was gradually split into 10, 5, 4, 3, and 2 disjunctive

subsets. For each of the subsets as well as for the entire training set a classifier was trained.

The classifiers were then applied to the testing set in order to test classification accuracy.

Having more than one classifier for the training data, the classifiers formed an ensemble de-

ciding according to the majority. The selected classification performance measures (Accuracy,

Precision, Recall, and F-measure) were calculated for each of the classification results and

the total time needed for training the classifiers (the sum of training times for every single

classifier) was measured.

The data and its distribution in the subsets were the same for all types of the used classifiers.

The results obtained from the experiments are summarized in Tab. 1 and Fig. 2.

The ensembles with even number of members sometimes could not decide unambiguously by

majority (the same number of ensemble members vote for one class whereas the remaining

ones vote for the other class). The worst situation was in the case of ensembles consisting

of two classifiers. The number of unclassified documents decreased with the increasing even

number of classifiers (below 1% of cases for ten classifiers). When the assignment of a class

to such an item has the same probability, it can be done using a random decision, a vote of

the classifier with the highest accuracy, or an additional classification by the nearest neighbour

algorithm; the overall classification error will not be influenced in a negative way to a large

extent. For two classes, an odd number of classifiers can decide but for three and more

classes, the unresolved cases may appear.
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Table 1: Time needed for training and values of classification performance measures for en-

sembles of different sizes.

100,000 documents 200,000 documents

N Time

(min)

Acc. Recall Prec. F scorek Not

class.

Time

(min)

Acc. Recall Prec. F scorek Not

class.

Artificial neural networks

1 875 0.920 0.922 0.917 0.920 – – 10560 0.913 0.901 0.929 0.915 - -

2 360 0.867 0.963 0.897 0.929 0.766 2941 1740 0.856 0.961 0.899 0.929 0.887 6456

3 222 0.926 0.925 0.926 0.926 0.877 – 1080 0.933 0.940 0.926 0.933 0.960 -

4 168 0.906 0.952 0.916 0.934 0.896 1454 720 0.906 0.952 0.925 0.938 0.962 3169

5 130 0.933 0.950 0.915 0.932 0.933 – 600 0.937 0.951 0.922 0.936 0.985 -

10 80 0.923 0.945 0.926 0.935 0.956 658 240 0.932 0.955 0.923 0.939 0.999 932

Support vector machine

1 3945 0.947 0.966 0.927 0.945 – – 14064 0.951 0.965 0.935 0.950 – –

2 2400 0.930 0.973 0.907 0.939 0.687 819 10800 0.937 0.973 0.919 0.945 0.609 1396

3 1800 0.942 0.964 0.919 0.941 0.769 – 7200 0.948 0.966 0.929 0.947 0.743 –

4 1200 0.934 0.969 0.907 0.937 0.841 492 5280 0.941 0.971 0.920 0.945 0.807 796

5 1200 0.940 0.965 0.914 0.93950.844 – 3840 0.946 0.965 0.925 0.945 0.861 –

10 500 0.935 0.968 0.905 0.935 0.930 234 2100 0.939 0.966 0.915 0.940 0.919 402

Decision trees

1 305 0.904 0.925 0.92170.924 – – 5769 0.906 0.929 0.924 0.926 – –

2 138 0.916 0.931 0.934 0.932 0.780 2602 975 0.919 0.938 0.933 0.935 0.922 4554

3 95 0.910 0.925 0.930 0.928 0.847 – 572 0.915 0.933 0.930 0.931 0.954 –

4 65 0.912 0.926 0.932 0.929 0.897 1813 440 0.917 0.936 0.932 0.934 0.967 3405

5 45 0.908 0.922 0.930 0.926 0.928 – 364 0.915 0.932 0.931 0.931 0.972 –

10 19 0.906 0.920 0.928 0.924 0.969 613 183 0.913 0.931 0.930 0.930 0.987 1190

When evaluating artificial neural networks, it was observed that the values of classification

performance metrics are approximately the same, sometimes even better for a higher number

of classifiers in the ensemble. The biggest difference can be seen in the time needed for training

the ensemble. This value can be found in the column Time representing the time needed for

training all classifiers in the ensemble. Replacing a single classifier by an ensemble consisting of

two members reduced the time to about a half. Further increasing of the number of classifiers

improved the time efficiency even more significantly.

The characteristic of the results of the support vector machines classifier is similar to neural

networks. However, the number of unclassified documents decreased and the accuracy is

slightly better. The differences between accuracies for ensembles with different numbers

of members are very small and no systematic improvements with the increasing number of

members can be observed. The time efficiency is not as substantial as for neural networks, but

still might be motivating.

In the case of decision tree classifiers, the reduction of time needed for the training was again

quite significant while maintaining high classification accuracy.

In order to find out how different parameters of the algorithms influenced the classification

results, several additional experiments were carried out. For neural networks, the architecture

was simplified and classification error given by the training data was lowered; for the support

vector machines the kernel function was changed to radial. Because of the time needed for the

computations the experiments were carried out only with the data set consisting of 100,000

documents. The achieved results were very similar to the presented results.
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Figure 2: The percentage of time needed for training an ensemble of classifiers of given number

of members compared to the time for training a single classifier and accuracies of ensembles

of different sizes.

Figure 3: The figure shows in how many subsets from 10 created from 100,000 English

reviews do individual words appear.

4 Discussion

In order to achieve satisfactory results, some of the ensemble techniques require using dif-

ferent subsets of training data with a single learning method; other techniques use different

parametrization of the algorithms, combine different learning algorithms, or apply the learners

to different feature sets Moreira-Matias et al. (2012); Li et al. (2007). Generally, ensem-

bles of different classifiers applied to the same feature set perform better than any individual

classifier and using one learning algorithm together with different feature sets outperforms

a single learner Xia et al. (2011). For a good performance of an ensemble, all important

attributes should be submitted to the ensemble (coverage), the base classifiers (ensemble

members) should include at least one important attribute (usability), and their feature spaces

should not be identical (diversity) Gengeh and Kamel (2010). Splitting the original large data

set into several smaller ones and processing them as described above complies with the above

mentioned requirements.

The attributes of the created subsets are not the same, as illustrated by Fig. 3. We can see that

about one tenth of the words are present in all of the subsets, about one fifth of the words

appear in five and more subsets, and slightly more than a half of the words are contained

only in one of the subsets. Because no data items are omitted, all important attributes are

submitted to the ensemble, too. The sum of global frequencies of the words that are present

in all subsets is about 95

Generally, higher computational costs when compared with a single classifier system is a
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weakness of the ensemble systems. When the base classifiers are not trained on entire feature

sets the increase of computation costs is not that high Xia et al. (2011). Computation costs of

most of the classification algorithms are a function of the number of features and the amount

of training data. In our experiments, the number of training data decreased significantly thanks

to splitting into several disjoint sets; the numbers of features in these sets was reduced too.

For example, the subset containing 100,000 English reviews contained about 38,500 unique

words, but each of the 10 subsets created from it contained only about 10,700–11,100

unique words. As a result, the computational costs were reduced substantially as illustrated

in Figure 3.

Based on the obtained results some findings can be discovered. Splitting a large document

collection into several smaller ones and building classifiers for each of them separately leads

generally to the reduction of time needed for building the classifiers compared to the situa-

tion when a single classifier is trained on the whole original data set. The changes in accuracy

are, however, very small and therefore the ability of correct classification is not negatively

influenced. The biggest improvement in time efficiency was achieved for neural networks and

decision tree classifiers. In the experiments, it was demonstrated that the support vector ma-

chines provided the best results expressed by the highest accuracy. Satisfactory classification

results were achieved also with the application of decision trees and artificial neural networks.

Time reduction, when applying parallelism to the support vector machines classifier, was not

as big as in the case of decision trees and artificial neural networks. When a single classifier

was used the ratios between the times needed for the training based on 200,000 labelled re-

views were of about 1:45 (SVM:ANN) and 1:25 (SVM:DT). In the case of training an ensemble

of ten members these ratios changed significantly to about 1:7 (SVM:ANN) and 1:5 (SVM:DT).

At the same time the classification accuracy for the support vector machines slightly decreased

while it slightly increased for the others. As expressed by the introduced scorek measure, ar-
tificial neural networks and decision trees benefited from the application of parallelism most

of all the examined classifier types.

4.1 Application of Boosting as an Ensemble Method

The application of ensemble methods is an integral part of several advanced machine learning

techniques, such as Boosting. The main idea of Boosting is to combine several weak learners

(learners slightly better than a random guess) into a single ensemble the predictive abilities of

which are more accurate. During the training phase, new classifiers are subsequently trained

so the errors of the existing classifiers are eliminated by giving higher importance to previously

incorrectly classified items Zhou (2012); Schapire and Freund (2012). With the application of

Boosting using decision trees as the learners to a set of 100,000 reviews, the classification

error decreased significantly, see Table 2. The first trial corresponds to building a classifier

without the application of boosting. This classifier generally has a lower classification error

(here about 7.4%) than the learners resulting from the following trials (here the error was

about 10.5% on average) that are focused on elimination of errors occurred in the previous

training attempts. On the other hand, the combination of all classifiers has the interestingly

better performance (error 2.8%). However, for such a huge amount of data Boosting is hardly

practicable. The improved accuracy was devaluated by increased time needed for training. For

the investigated data and a common PC (two-core Intel 3167 MHz, 8 GB RAM), training an

ensemble of ten decision trees using 100,000 reviews took 43 days, 3 hours, and 22 minutes

(which was slightly more than ten times the length of the time for training a single learner).
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Table 2: Performance of individual decision trees created during Boosting, including aggregate

performance of a committee. For the training, 100,000 reviews were used.

Trial 1 2 3 4 5

Accuracy 0.926 0.885 0.890 0.891 0.887

Trial 6 7 8 9 10

Accuracy 0.888 0.897 0.898 0.902 0.914

Trial Boosting

Accuracy 0.972 ± 0.004

Conclusions

In this paper, a method making the classification of large amounts of text data feasible was pre-

sented. The experimental testing of selected classification algorithms that worked in parallel

as classification ensembles members demonstrated clearly viability of the suggested method

when the number of text reviews leads to too high computational complexity, which is be-

yond the contemporary common PC’s capabilities. Expectedly, the computational time was

notably reduced to a certain degree with the increasing number of the classification ensemble

members, namely for decision trees and artificial neural networks. With the increasing number

of ensemble members, the time needed for training the classifiers was reduced dramatically,

which made the entire process feasible when using an ordinary PC. Classification accuracy

and the values of other classification performance measures did not decrease (sometimes the

results were even better), which is a positive finding.

The theoretical background of the presented method viability is supported by the analysis of

the properties of the investigated data sets and their subsets. It was found that the processed

text data had the characteristics needed for successful application of the proposed method

based on the findings from ensemble categorization domain.

The algorithms and their results were, of course, driven by the specific experimental text data.

However, such a data type (not too long users’ or customers’ opinions provided via web)

appears very often. The results can be thus generalized for similar tasks. In the future work

in the field of text mining, the parallel processing will certainly play even a more important

role. The upcoming research will focus on processing data written also in different natural

languages, analysing the impact of application of various pre-processing techniques (e.g., stop

words removal, stemming, spell checking), finding an optimal size of decision ensembles, and

the investigation of the process of data division among the individual ensemble members.
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